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ddos attacks cause denial of service to a website or network, typically by
bombarding it with large volumes of useless data. these attacks are often used as
a last resort or part of a multi-stage attack because they can be very expensive
to execute, and the resulting downtime can put a business at risk. web servers

such as wordpress are popular targets for hackers due to their common use and
ease of penetration. web servers are popular targets for hackers because of the

relative ease and wide availability of a number of exploits for common
vulnerabilities. popularly exploited vulnerabilities include remote code execution

(rce) in web server software such as php, and webdav vulnerabilities. a number of
security researchers have released proof-of-concept (poc) exploits for these types
of vulnerabilities. the popularity of a specific type of vulnerability is not a strong
indicator of the attacker’s motivation. the motivation of the attacker is typically

reflected in the attack payload. exploits for wordpress-related vulnerabilities
typically install a cryptocurrency miner as a payload. many attacks use the gitlab

vulnerable api to execute commands on compromised systems. some attacks
also leverage the gitlab web ui to download files. the goal of the threat actors --
often cybercriminals -- that control these botnets is to infect as many connected
devices as possible, using the computing power and resources of those devices

for automated tasks that generally remain hidden to the users of the devices. the
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threat actors -- often cybercriminals -- that control these botnets use them to
send email spam, engage in click fraud campaigns and generate malicious traffic

for distributed denial-of-service attacks.
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the most common web application vulnerabilities stem from a lack of an access
control system, poor authentication, sql injection, and cross-site scripting. most

web application attacks are carried out by exploiting a vulnerability in a web
application. an exploit is a piece of computer code designed to compromise a
computer, and usually involves unauthorized access to a system, data, or a

resource. the exploitation of a web application vulnerability is an essential part of
a web application penetration test. for example, hackers might use a vulnerability
to obtain sensitive information. or, an attacker might use the same vulnerability
to perform a denial-of-service attack. the best way to protect against cross-site
scripting attacks is to use server-side filtering. common tools used to prevent

cross-site scripting attacks include mod_security, mod_evasive, and
mod_headers. in order to protect against injection attacks, the use of

parameterized sql is recommended. in the case of an sql injection attack, the
hacker can insert their own commands in a target url or a database query. sql is a

language for querying databases. database administrators and web developers
commonly use sql to interact with databases. sql injection attacks can be very

dangerous because a hacker can insert or remove data from a database. injection
attacks are sometimes used to bypass access controls. to protect against sql

injection attacks, the use of parameterized sql is recommended. a parameterized
sql query uses placeholders instead of literal values. this allows queries to be safe

from injection attacks. there are many different ways that a query can be
parameterized, including: 5ec8ef588b
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